
9. Strategies and Nash Equilibria of Extensive-Form Games∗

Strategies are key to analyzing both static and dynamic interactions. But the notion

of a strategy in a dynamic interaction is somewhat more subtle than it is in a static

interaction. This chapter generalizes the previous discussion of strategies so that the

definition explicitly encompasses dynamic as well as static interactions. The chapter then

uses this definition to link strategic-form games to extensive-form games. This linkage

“explains” why the former are a more natural way of formalizing static interactions while

the latter are a more natural way of formalizing in dynamic interactions. The chapter

concludes by finding the Nash equilibria of some dynamic interactions.

9.1 Strategies and strategy profiles.

An actor’s strategy is a complete plan for how that actor will play the game. To make

clear what it means for a plan to be complete, consider the simple-poker game in Fig-

ure 10.1. Recall that player II has two information sets, each defined by the color of the

card he is holding when he has to decide whether to call or fold. A complete plan for

how an actor will play must specify what that actor will do at each and every one of its

information sets. In the simple poker game, a strategy for II must specify what he would

do if he were holding a red card and what he would do if he were holding a black card. For

example, one strategy is for him to fold if holding a red card and bid if holding a black.

I also has two information sets, and a strategy for her has to specify what she would do

if she were holding a red card and what she would do if she were holding a black card.

Another way of describing an actor’s strategy is that it is a function mapping that

actor’s information sets into actions. Suppose player k has m information sets i1, i2, . . . , im

and that the actions available at information set ij are Aj. Then a strategy maps each

information set ij to an action in Aj.

Another equivalent but very useful way to think about a strategy is as a set of con-

ditionals or “if-then” statements. Thinking again about II in the simple poker game, a

strategy is comprised of two conditionals. An example is: “If holding red, then fold. If

∗These are lecture notes for PS135/Econ110 at UC Berkeley by Robert Powell.
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Figure 9.1: The simple-poker game.

holding black, then bid.” For player k with m information sets, a strategy is composed

of m if-then statements of the form “if at information set ij, then then take action aj

for all m information sets where aj an option available to k at ij.

Conditional “if-then” statements can be thought of as promises or threats. If II gets

a red card, then he promises to fold. If II gets a black card, then he threatens to call.

More generally, if actor k is at information set ij, then it promises to take action aj. Seen

in this way, a strategy is set of promises (or threats) specifying what an actor threatens

or promises to do if it finds itself at a particular information set. As we will see in the

next chapter, whether these threats and promises are credible or not plays a fundamental

role in analyzing dynamic interactions and predicting what happens.

In sum, an agent’s strategy is a complete plan for how it will play the game. A strategy

profile is a complete plan for playing the game, composed of one strategy for each player.

9.2 Dynamic interactions in strategic form.

Strategies provide the key to representing dynamic interactions as strategic-form games.

Indeed, it is a simple, if possibly tedious, task to go from an extensive form to a strategic

form. Recall that a game in strategic form is composed of three elements: (i) the actors,
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(ii) each actor’s strategies, and (iii) each actor’s ranking over strategy profiles. To go from

an extensive form to a strategic form we use the tree to specify all of the strategies each

actor has, i.e., all of the ways each actor can play the game. Combining these yields all

of the strategy profiles. We use each actor’s ranking over terminal nodes of the three to

get their rankings over strategy profiles.

Figure 9.2: An ultimatum game.

Two examples make this more concrete. The first is the ultimatum game shown again

in Figure 9.2. We first specify each player’s set of strategies. I has a single information

set and three different things that it can do at that information set. I’s set of strategies

is therefore: “offer 1,” “offer 2,” or “offer 3.” II has three different information sets and

can do two different things at each, namely, say “yes” or “no.” This makes for 3× 2 = 6

different strategies. They are:

1. If offered 1, no. If offered 2, no. If offered 3, no.

2. If offered 1, no. If offered 2, no. If offered 3, yes.

3. If offered 1, no. If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, no.

4. If offered 1, no. If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, yes.

5. If offered 1, yes. If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, no.

6. If offered 1, yes. If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, yes.
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The profile in which I ’s strategy is “offer 2,” and II ’s strategy is “If offered 1, yes.

If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, no” is highlighted in red. To attach payoffs to this profile,

observe that playing according to this profile ends in a terminal node yielding 1 for I and

2 for II. Doing this for all possible strategy profiles associates each profile with the players’

payoffs and is the last element needed to complete the strategic-form specification.

Figure 9.3: The ultimatum game in strategic form.

Figure 9.3 shows the strategic form in payoff-matrix form. I ’s strategies are listed

as rows and II ’s as columns. Each cell in the matrix corresponds to a different strategy

profile. The cell with red “*” corresponds to the strategy in which I ’s strategy is “offer

2,” and II ’s strategy is “If offered 1, yes. If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, no.” The payoffs

are those of the terminal node reached if the game is played according to this profile.

The second example of going from an extensive form to a strategic form is the simple

poker game. Player I has two information sets and can take two different actions at each

information set (see Figure 9.1). This makes for four strategies:

1. If red, fold. If black, fold.

2. If red, fold. If black, bid.

3. If red, bid. If black, fold.

4. If red, bid. If black, bid.
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II also has four possible strategies (two information sets and two possible actions at each).

Figure 9.4 shows all of the strategy profiles in a payoff matrix.

Figure 9.4: Simple poker in strategic form.

To specify the actors’ payoffs for a specify profile, consider the profile s = {I folds on

red and bids on black; II folds on red and calls on black} which is denoted with a red

“*” in Figure 9.4. Nature takes four actions – deals for possible hands – with positive

probability. This means that playing s traces out four possible paths through the tree

which are highlighted in red in Figure 9.5.

The fact that Nature can do any one of four things means that play can follow anyone

of four paths and end in any one of four terminal nodes. If Nature deals (B,B), I bids

because it is holding a black card and II calls because it too is holding a black card. Play

ends at terminal node [1] where the payoffs are zero. But Nature only deals (B,B) with

probability 25/102, so the actors only get the payoffs associated with this terminal node

with probability 25/102. Similarly, play reaches terminal node [2] with payoffs (−1, 1) if

Nature deals (R,B) which it does with probability 26/102. In effect, strategy profile s
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Figure 9.5: Playing simple poker according to profile s
.

induces a lottery over terminal nodes [1], [2], [3], and [4] yielding expected payoffs of

UI(s) =
25

102
× 0︸︷︷︸

from node [1]

+
26

102
× −1︸︷︷︸

node [2]

+
25

102
× −1︸︷︷︸

node [3]

+
26

102
× 1︸︷︷︸

node [4]

=
−25

102

UII(s) =
25

102
× 0︸︷︷︸

from node [1]

+
26

102
× 1︸︷︷︸

node [2]

+
25

102
× 1︸︷︷︸

node [3]

+
26

102
× −1︸︷︷︸

node [4]

=
25

102
.

These are the payoffs in payoff-matrix cell associated with profile s. The payoffs for a few

other cells are shown, and you should be able to fill in the rest.

9.3 Static interactions in extensive form.

We have already seen some extensive form representations of dynamic interactions. Recall

the pay-raise game with secret ballots. Each member has a single decision to make and

makes it in ignorance of what the other two members are doing, so the interaction is

static. The extensive form is shown again in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6: A pay-raise game with secret ballots.

Each player only has one information set in an extensive-form representation of a static

interaction. Because no player knows what the other players are doing, the actor that

moves second in the tree can cannot tell what the player who moved first did. That is, B

cannot tell what A did. This means that each action A could take must lead to a node

in B’s information set. Similarly, the actor that moves third in the tree cannot tell what

the first and second actors did, and so on. In terms of the pay-raise game, C cannot tell

how either A or B voted. This means that each alternative that B can take must lead to

a node in C’s one information set. Otherwise, would have more than one information set

which would mean substantively that C can distinguish some voting patterns from others,

contradicting the assumption that C votes without knowing how others have voted.

The fact that some player must move first in a tree, another second, and so on means

that there are multiple equivalent extensive form representations of a static interaction. B
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Figure 9.7: Equivalent strategic forms for the pay-raise game with secret ballots.

takes the first action in Figure 9.7a followed by A and then C. C goes first, B second, and

then A in Figure 9.7b. All of these are equivalent representations of the static interaction

in which each actor can either vote yes or no and does so in ignorance of how the others

are voting.

9.4 Strategies in static interactions.

A strategy is a complete plan for playing the game which specifies what action a player

will take at every one of its information sets. As noted above, a strategy is a set of “if-

then” statements. Strategies in a static interaction take an especially simple form. Since

there is only one information set, there is only one “if-then” statement and the “if” part

is always satisfied. This makes it very easy to specify all of the ways that a player could
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play, i.e., the set of all possible strategies. These are just the actions that the player could

take at its one information set.

The fact that the set of actions a player can take in a static interaction is equivalent to

the set of strategies is what makes it easy or “natural” to first represent static interactions

as strategic-form games. One can then go from the strategic form to the extensive form

if one needs to.

By contrast, it is often very easy or “natural” to write down the extensive form for a

dynamic interaction and then from the extensive form to the strategic form. By contrast,

it would be very difficult to go directly from a description of the interaction to an extensive

form without the intermediate step of specifying the extensive form. The simple-poker

game illustrates the point. It is very easy to write the tree based on the rules of the game.

The tree then makes it clear that each player has two information sets, two actions at

each information set, and therefore what the agent’s strategies are. This leads directly

to the strategic-form in Figure 9.4. But it would be very hard (at least for me!) to go

directly from the description of the game, simple though it is, to the strategic form.

9.5 Nash equilibria of dynamic interactions.

We have already discussed Nash equilibria in static interactions. Although strategies are

more subtle in dynamic interactions than in static interactions, the notion of a Nash

equilibrium is exactly the same. A Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile in which each

actor is playing optimally against the other actors.

To help visualize equilibria in extensive-form games, recall the static game of chicken

discussed in chapter 4. Two countries, A and B, face each other in an international crisis

and each has to decide whether to stand firm, F , or submit, S. Figure 9.8 shows both the

strategic and extensive forms of the game. There are two pure-strategy Nash equilibria.

A stands firm and B submits in one of them. This profile is denoted by a red “*” in the

payoff matrix and red branches in the tree. Note that the “S” branch at both the top

decision node and at the bottom decision node are in red. This indicates that B takes an

action at an information set. In the second equilibrium, A submits and B stands firm.

This is the green profile.
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To introduce some vocabulary, a Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile. The equilib-

rium path is the path that play follows if the actors play according to the equilibrium

profile. This is red path leading to the equilibrium payoffs of 4 for A and 1 for B. In

the second equilibrium, A submits and B stands firm. This is the equilibrium path of the

green profile.

Figure 9.8: Chicken in strategic and extensive form.

To work more directly with the extensive form when finding equilibria, let’s see if

we can find an equilibrium of the ultimatum game in Figure 9.2 in which II threatens

to reject any offer less than 2. That is, is there a Nash equilibrium in which II plays

according to the strategy: “If offered 1, no. If offered 2, yes. If offered 3, yes”? This

strategy is highlighted in red in Figure 9.9.

In equilibrium I must play a best response to II. Given II ’s strategy, I gets zero if she

offers 1 because II will reject the offer. I gets 1 if she offers 2 since II accepts. Finally, I

gets zero if she offers 3. I ’s best response is clearly to offer 2.

II must also be playing a best response to I ’s strategy in a Nash equilibrium. Given

I ’s strategy of offering 2, II gets 2 if it accepts and zero if it rejects. So II ’s strategy of

accepting 2 or 3 and rejecting 1 is a best response. Hence, the strategy profile in which I

plays “offer 2” and II plays “accept 2 or 3 and reject 1” is Nash.

Finally, consider the simple poker game. The Nash equilibrium profiles are illustrated

in red in the both the strategic and extensive forms in Figure 9.10. It is easy to verify in
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Figure 9.9: A Nash equilibrium of the ultimatum game.

the strategic form that the profile is an equilibrium. But, again, it is important to be able

to show that the profile is an equilibrium while working directly with the extensive form.

Otherwise you will be spending a huge amount of time transforming every extensive form

into a strategic form and (likely making mistakes along the way too).

To see that II is playing a best reply to I ’s strategy of bidding regardless of the color of

its card in the extensive form, suppose II is holding a black card and is at its information

set to the right. Its payoff to folding is -1. Because it is holding a black card, the chances

that I is also holding a black card and hence that II is at the top node in its information

set are 25/51. (The are 25 black cards left in the deck given that II is holding one and

there are 51 cards left in the deck.) If II is at this node and calls, it gets 0. The chances

that I is holding a red card and that II is at the bottom node in the information set are

26/51. Calling at this node brings 2. II ’s expected payoff to calling at this information

set is 0 × 25/51 + 2 × 26/51 = 52/51 which is betters than its payoff to folding. So II ’s

best response at this information set is to call.

To see that folding maximizes II ’s payoff if it is holding a red card, note again that

folding yields -1. Because it is now holding a red card, the chances that I is holding a
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Figure 9.10: Nash equilibria of simple poker in strategic and extensive form.

black card and hence that II is at the top node in its information set are 26/51. If II is

at this nodes and calls, it gets -2. The chances that I is holding a red card and that II is

at the bottom node in the information set are 25/51. Calling at this node brings 0. II ’s

expected payoff to bidding at this information set is 0 × 25/51 + −2 × 26/51 = −52/51

which is less than its payoff to folding. So II best response at this information set is to

fold. In sum, II ’s strategy is a best response to I ’s.

To see that I ’s strategy is a best response to II ’s, suppose that I is holding a red card

and therefore is at the bottom information set in Figure 9.10. Folding brings −1. Bidding
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brings −2 if II is holding a black card and 1 if II is holding a red card because II folds on

red and calls on black. I ’s expected payoff to bidding with red is −2×26/51+1×25/51 =

−27/51. This is better than the payoff to folding and hence bidding on red is the best

option for I. So is bidding if I is holding a black card and you should be able to show this.

Hence, I ’s strategy of always bidding is a best response to II ’s strategy. Both player’s

are playing best responses to each other and the profile is Nash.
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